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INTRODUCTION – SKETCHING THE CONTEXT 

 

Dear Principals, Colleagues and Friends 

 

Addressing the Western Cape Education Department (WCED) Conference on its Human 

Capital Strategy the Premier, Ebrahim Rasool, challenged participants (mostly educators) 

to be the midwives of the best of the new and the undertakers of the worst of the old.  

Under the Premier’s leadership the Provincial Executive has adopted a strategy of “A 

HOME FOR ALL” … for the Western Province a big challenge indeed. We wish the 

Premier all the best in his endeavor to achieve the socio-political and economic 

objectives in his sight. 

 

The Premier further states that the WCED has been given the task for the implementation 

of the Provincial “Human Capital Development Strategy 2004-2014”. Human capital 

stands on two pillars namely the Human Resource Management and Development and 

Social Capital (social networks which create in society an enabling and supportive 

environment). 

 

“The term human capital may not be familiar to all of you. Human capital refers 

to the skills, education, health, and training of individuals. It is capital because 

these skills or education are an integral part of us that is long-lasting, in the way a 

machine, plant, or factory lasts … I am not saying that machinery and physical 

capital are of negligible importance in a modern economy. Of course, you need 

good machinery, equipment, and factories. But you also need skilled workers and 

managers, and innovative entrepreneurs to utilize this machinery effectively … 

Education and training not only promote growth and efficiency, but they can 

reduce inequality and the impact of disadvantaged backgrounds. Education is the 

most effective way for able young people of poor backgrounds to rise in the 

economic hierarchy, because human capital is the main asset of 90% of the 

population. This is why income inequality in a nation is greater when inequality in 

education is greater. Indeed, income inequality is more generally related to 

inequality in all types of human capital: training and health, as well as in 

schooling … To understand human capital, you have to go back to the family, 

because it is the families that are concerned about their children and try, with 

whatever resources they have, to promote their children’s education and values. 

Families are the major promoters of values in any free society and even in no-so-

free societies … You cannot grow without a strong human capital base. Success 

depends on how well a nation utilizes its people. If it treats them badly, leads 

them to underinvest in themselves, or neglects a significant fraction of them, it 

will fail in the modern world, no matter how much machinery it utilizes” (Gary 

Becker, 1996)  

       

The main purpose of this manual is to provide school principals with a GUIDE to School 

Development Planning (SDP), PRESCRIBE SDP, provide for a MINIMUM 

STANDARD in SDP and finally to STANDARDIZE SDP for the next three years. 
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School Principals, as school managers will agree that planning is not an option, it is a 

necessity. 

 

School Development Planning (SDP) in the short, medium and longer term is not going 

to be without its challenges. Principals are mindful of the many dangers and loopholes of 

 

 Over planning 

 Trying to get the balance right between management, leadership and planning  

 Making  planning a living part of the processes of management and leadership 

 Ensuring that planning is always appropriate and relevant to the context 

 Getting the balance right between theory (thinking of planning) and planning (just 

doing it) 

 What and how to prioritize … making difficult choices because there is only so much 

that the organization can do within the limited time  

 Insufficient planning. 

 

Let me paint principals a bold picture of the landscape that will inform planning for the 

next three years. These I have categorized as namely  

 

MACRO LEVEL FACTORS 

MESO LEVEL FACTORS 

MICRO LEVEL FACTORS. 
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MACRO-LEVEL FACTORS 

 

The Circuit Manager has, consistently over the many years of our engagement, shared 

with you that politics and politicians will always overshadow every move we make … 

and rightfully so. As a country in transition and in transformation officials ought to be 

reminded that politicians are the elected representatives of the South African public. The 

current relationship between politicians and administrators is stressful and not always 

pleasant, polite and cordial. Politicians and administrators have different roles and 

functions and the relationship ought to be healthy and based on mutual trust and respect. 

Failing which will have a disastrous impact on parties and on service delivery. As much 

as politicians demand of administrators to be responsive to every wish and promise of 

delivery they make to the public, it must be recognized that officials could, if they so 

choose, find many ways of undermining politicians and their objectives. Ways of which 

they (the politicians) do not even know exist. 

 

In the Western Province the Majority Party is ruling with more-and-more confidence. 

The future rule and governance of African National Congress (ANC) depends on the fact 

that it has been and will always be seen as the preferred party of the South African poor. 

And as politicians become more confident the pressure on administrators will increase … 

be prepared, be very prepared! 

 

Local Government elections are all set for later this year or early next year; By the end of 

this three-year planning cycle the country will prepare it-selves for the next General 

Election; Macro political processes that will most certainly impact on all of us. 

   

Currently, the “re-engineering” of the of the Western Cape Education  Department 

is on the cards … yes colleagues another wave of major structural and systemic 

change. The thinking at Head Office is to bring the WCED in line with the rest of 

the country in the following important ways namely 

 

 Establishment of districts 

 Greater autonomy to districts to make important decisions … decentralization of 

power and authority 

 Restructuring existing Education Management and Development Centres (EMDC) in 

line with existing political and administrative boundaries namely local government 

sub-councils, wards and suburbs … and yes this may have an impact on existing 

circuits at the EMDC 

 This will allow for greater collaboration between and amongst various Departments –

a multi-disciplinary approach. This may also result in politicians calling 

administrators to greater accountability. 

 

Opening a WCED Conference on School Safety in the third term, the Provincial Head 

shared his commitment to ensure a safe school and working environment for both learner 

and educator. 
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The National Minister for Education, Naledi Pandor, is committed to the following 

changes in education (the draft has already been published and submitted to 

parliament) 

 

 Defining the poverty status of schools in line with national norms 

 Declaring the poorest two quintiles no fees schools 

 Review Norms and Standards allocations to schools 

 Defining a minimum funding level for school 

 Compensating poor schools which are not asking school fees 

 Regulating that School Governing Bodies nominate three candidates for a post the 

appointment to be confirmed by the Head of Education in line with certain prescripts 

 Placing the burden on schools to establish whether a non-paying parent qualifies for 

exemption before handing over to lawyers and collection agencies 

 Regulating that homes may not be lawfully attached for outstanding school fees 

 Drop-out of learners 

 Learner discipline – by currently reviewing the Code of Conduct for Learners. 

 

Provincially, Minister Cameron Dugmore has committed himself to the following 

changes and foci in Education; 

 

 Numeracy and Literacy 

 Drop-out rate of learners 

 Science and Mathematics 

 Improving Service Conditions of Educators 

 Learner tracking system 

 Defining when a school is full … capacity of schools 

 Reducing class size. 

 

The issue of Employment Equity (EE) in the Province is also a source for serious 

concern. Not so much the principle and policy, but its application and interpretation. In 

Circuit 5, we as managers have always and unconditionally embraced the national policy 

of EE. The mixed messages from politicians and Head Office administrators has resulted 

in what I call “the unintended consequence of very high levels of low morale, 

unhappiness and humiliation amongst certain categories of personnel”. On the one hand 

the message that is broadcast is EE according to provincial norms and demographics, on 

the other the squabble is whether to apply national norms and demographics…citing that 

the Western Province is not a homeland for coloureds. These slanderous, shortsighted and 

unfortunate comments of “no further appointments of coloured males…appoint black and 

Indian” is not in line with the policy objectives of the majority party. These discrepancies 

in policy application must be clarified.  
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MESO-LEVEL FACTORS 

 

The Head Office structures or organogram is divided into different Branches headed by a 

Deputy-Director General. Schools and the EMDCs fall directly under the BRANCH: 

OPERATIONS headed by Mr Lyners and Chief-Director,  Mr Miti. The Strategic Plan 

for Operations for which Institutional Management and Governance (IMG) is directly 

responsible (for purposes of translation this means the Circuit Manager and the School 

Principal) will focus on “EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS”. 

 

“EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS” will form the basis of the District Plan of the EMDCs; 

 

 Access - Admission and placement of learners 

 School Development Plans 

 IQMS 

 Merger of schools 

 Learner discipline 

 Educator discipline and morale 

 Support to SGBs 

 “Dysfunctional School” – mentorship / curatorship 

 

The Performance Management and Development System (PMDS) for Circuit Managers 

makes provision for a Common Plan based on the strategic objectives of Head Office and 

the EMDC. The foci of the Common Plan for 2006/7 are 

 

 IQMS 

 Admissions 

 Promotion & Progression 

 Effective communication structures in Circuit 

 Support SGBs 

 Training & Development – SMT & SGB. 

 

The EMDC has made an assessment of the School Improvement Plans (SIP) submitted as 

a culmination of the baseline assessment of educators. The single most important need 

established has been ASSESSMENT FOR AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING. Other 

needs include 

 

 Learner discipline  

 Learner space 

 School policy - SMT 

 Strategic planning - SMT 

 Extra- and co-curricular participation of  principals. 

 

The inter-relationship (alignment and correlation) between the planning at Head Office, 

EMDCs, different Pillars and the Circuit is distant and not very direct. In fact this 

relationship is one directional from the top. There is very little evidence of a direct 
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relationship between planning at the Office and that of the schools in the various districts. 

The ideal would be to have an alignment (conceptual and contingent relationship) 

between the planning at schools and Departmental Office planning. Planning based on 

the need and requirements in the field. This is something we must all strive for and work 

towards.  
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MICRO-LEVEL ISSUES 

 

Educational and socio-economic life in Circuit 5 is diverse. Our Circuit covers the 

following demarcated areas 

 Hanover Park 

 Lansdowne 

 Kenwyn/Lansdowne 

 Langa 

 Rylands & Areas. 

 

Undoubtedly, extreme poverty levels in Langa, Hanover Park and Lansdowne and the 

surrounding feeder community is having a profound negative effect on learning and 

teaching in these areas. Within the Circuit each one of us will be affected by it, directly or 

indirectly. We must divert and target our efforts and resources into these areas and 

schools so that our learners may have a fighting chance to become worthy and full 

citizens of this beautiful country. These schools will be the direct and immediate 

beneficiaries of targeting our resources … but the school management has a duty to 

equally rise to the challenge to ensure year-on-year addition of value and improvement. 

Of the others the country asks for your patience and understanding…a test of your 

patriotism and collegiality. The message for those on the periphery is to embrace the 

opportunity to maximize the space for greater freedom, autonomy and responsible 

(accountable) management.  

 

The major challenges in Circuit 5 are (mostly related and symptomatic of poverty) 

 Overcrowding – large classes 

 Social violence 

 Extremely low literacy and numeracy levels 

 Teacher : pupil ratio 

 Diversion from core (learning and teaching) towards support (pastoral care) function 

 Capacity of management to deal with huge challenges  

 Lack of parental interest 

 Learner discipline 

 Educator discipline and morale 

 Drop out of learners 

 Corporal punishment 

 The discreet absence of the rule-of-law 

 

In the many discussions between the Circuit Manager and educators, educators are 

listing the following areas as of the greatest needs and concerns namely 

 

 Large class size and overcrowding 

 The return of remedial and ELSEN classes or a unit in the area 

 Overwhelmed by so many changes 

 Absence of extrinsic recognition, rewards, incentives 

 Poverty 
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 Apathy amongst parents 

 Learner discipline 

 Rights of educators being eroded 

 Low levels of numeracy and literacy 

 Inclusion, decision to mainstream ELSEN learners 

 Assessment of/for learning 

 Planning-planning-planning 

 Diversion from core (learning and teaching) towards support (pastoral care) function  

 

In many discussions with School Principals, they are saying that the following are 

the greatest needs and concerns in the Circuit 

 

 Teacher : pupil ratio 

 Class size 

 Absence of one-on-one quality visits and conversations between Circuit Manager and 

School Principal 

 Meeting with smaller groups…Circuit meeting too big 

 Opportunity to add to the agenda of the Circuit meetings 

 Regular networking of news in the Circuit 

 Perception of parents about quality at school 

 Apathy amongst parents 

 Decline in intimacy and closeness amongst colleagues/principals in the Circuit 

 Lack of protocol wrt school visits by C/A and SLES officials 

 

The Circuit Manager is in frequent and direct contact with the parents of Circuit 5. 

They too have an opinion on service delivery. Included are some of their concerns 

 

 Principals make their own rules – they don’t comply with Departmental policy 

 Abuse of learners by other learners, educators 

 Corporal punishment 

 Learner discipline 

 Professionalism of educators 

 Withholding reports 

 Charging administrative fees for admission 

 Lack of access to information 

 Circuit Manager is always defending the principal. 
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THE CIRCUIT MANAGER’S VIEW AND OPINION 

 

Our arrival at this point today has been a culmination of many years (since 1997) of 

investment in Human Capital, expanding both the knowledge base and skills of school 

principals and deputy principals under the leadership of the Circuit Manager. We have 

conducted numerous conversations, dialogue and the enhancement of the capacity of our 

human resource in various fields of work and expertise namely 

 

 Organizational Development (OD) 

 Human Resource Management and Development 

 Change Management 

 Strategic Planning 

 School Management, Leadership and Administration 

 Budget and Finance Management 

 Policy Management (Formulation, Implementation, Review, Monitoring and 

Evaluation) 

 Political economy and setting of school standards 

 Educational Research 

 

I hope you can still recall my words when I said repeated that “my job is not to make you 

a principal, but rather to support the principal in you, enhance your capacity to become a 

more effective and efficient management and leader”. Part of my job I said at the time 

was to ensure that after years of investment I work myself out of this job and move on to 

another. 

  

Although I tend to agree with many of the views of the various role-players regarding the 

immediate need and about “what needs to be done”, I want to approach this question 

from another angle by looking at the bigger issues at stake in order to improve our 

collective fate.  What is our reality? 

 

We have come a long way since 1990 and 1994. This year we are celebrating ten (10) 

years of our freedom in pursuance of “A Better Life For All” as so aptly captured and 

immortalized in the Freedom Charter. This first part of the long journey to real freedom 

(socio-economic and political) has in Education been an arduous one characterized by 

macro processes such as rightsizing of the Public Sector and in particular Education, 

Curriculum transformation, Restructuring and Amalgamation of different education 

departments (systems and procedures) and Re-engineering. All of this change and 

transformation whilst we are expected to, at the same time keep the ship afloat. Today we 

are faced with the challenges of both our apartheid history pre-1994 and the choices we 

made post-1994.  

 

It is a universal socio-economic reality that the need amongst the poor will always 

outweigh available resources. Tough choices will have to be made. I am of the opinion 

that the slice of the big cake (Gross Domestic Product - GDP) allocated to education 

cannot, shall not and may not grow more than what it is at the moment, namely 24% of 

GDP. Most of the state’s resources must be directed towards the poor and needy. A great 
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many of us will simply have to do with what we currently have…before we can begin to 

ask for more. 

 

Our duty as managers in dealing with the day-to-day realities as it unfolds is to ensure 

that you and I make the current system work and function as well as possible and as 

best as we can. Such is the nature, duty and obligation of our job. Without it chaos will 

prevail and anarchy reign. 

 

The universal tension or dichotomy between access and quality is also a South African 

reality which plays itself out on a daily basis in our schools, our classrooms, our staff 

rooms, board rooms etc. Over the past ten (10) years we have invested heavily in getting 

access right…I am of the opinion that we need another 10 years. Some of you may 

challenge my view and ask, “What about quality?” I too am tempted to say so, but my 

day-to-day reality has convinced me otherwise. 

   

As I conclude, we need to revisit and recommit ourselves to hope and a sense of 

purpose, teaching as a profession and being a professional. In pursuance of my point let 

me ask the following pertinent questions 

 

1. Who is the key role-player at school, the learner or the educator? 

2. What is the key role (duty and obligation) of the educator? 

3. As a professional, when confronted with obstacles in performing that duty…what 

does an educator do in the face of such apparent adversity? 

4. What is the key role and who is the key focus of the school/circuit/EMDC 

management/management, the educator or learner? 

 

The point is well taken about the role and function of the employer and the state … but 

this is not what my argument is about … employer/employee relations. It is about a 

professional and  positive state of mind of the educator. 

 

Lastly I am briefly going to share with you the key findings of the GRADE 3/6 systemic 

evaluation done by the National Department of Education in an attempt to direct you 

towards the main causes of extremely low numeracy and literacy results. 

 

SYSTEMIC EVALUATION 

 

FOUNDATION PHASE 

 

2001/2 

 
Systemic Evaluation is a baseline study of the extent to which the system achieves socio-

economic transformation goals by measuring learner performance as well as the context 

in which learners experience learning and teaching. The reason for the inclusion of this 

research in a SDP guide is to provide principals with well-researched factors that impact 

on learner achievement. Most of us in the Circuit are confronted with very low numeracy 
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and literacy levels. My thought is that this research and its outcome can assist you in 

finding the target for your school when embarking on an improvement. 

 

INDICATORS 
 

[In the research design 26 variables/indicators impacting on learner 

achievement. These have been investigated and are divided into three 

broader categories] 

 

ACCESS 
 

1 Parent level of Education 

2 Availability of resources at home  

3 Nutrition of learners 

4 ECD 

5 Learner : Classroom 

6 Utilization of resource centres/libraries 

7 Repetition rate 

8 Average years to complete phase 

9 Pass rates 

10 Language of learning & teaching 

11 Access to schools 

 

Policy suggestions based on outcome of the investigation 

 

 Build and develop school libraries/resource centres and ensure access 

 Implement a plan for infra-structural backlogs 

 Encourage and promote ABET 

 Maintain progression policy – learners should not repeat a grade more than once in a 

phase 

 

 

EQUITY 
 

12 Private contributions & utilization of funds 

13 Assistance from the Department 

14 Educators’ qualifications 

15 Functioning of SGB’s 

16 Discipline, safety and a learning atmosphere 

 

Policy suggestion based on the outcome of the investigation 

 

 Review N&S funding 

 Consider socio-economic status of school community 

 Take into account funds received by private contributions 
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 Investigate nature and scope of Departmental support to schools 

 Upgrade qualifications of teachers in Maths & Science 

 Understand reason for absenteeism – design intervention 

 

QUALITY 
 

17 School facilities 

18 Satisfaction of stakeholders 

19 Attendance rates, contact time, time-on-task 

20 Learning & teaching materials 

21 Teaching practices 

22 INSET & SGB training 

23 Record-keeping 

24 Educator morale and attitude 

25 School management and leadership 

26 Assessment of learners and feedback and homework 

 

Policy suggestions based on the outcome of the investigation 

 

 Develop a plan to eradicate  infra-structural backlogs 

 Hire additional teachers to lower ratio at schools that are above the norm 

 Learning and teaching materials delivered on time 

 Inset for under- and unqualified teachers   

 

FINDINGS 
 

As part of the research design the following findings impacting on learner achievement 

has been proportioned as part of the whole 

 

A. 20% [these factors below have contributed a significant 20% weight in the 

outcome of poor learner performance] 

 

 resources at home 

 utilization of resource centers 

 ECD 

 number of years to complete phase 

 pass rates 

 education level of parents 

 

B. 9% [these factors below have contributed a less significant 9% weight in the 

outcome of poor learner performance] 

 

 discipline, safety & learning atmosphere 

 private contributions/fees 

 functioning of SGB 
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C. 22% [these factors below have contributed a significant 22% weight in the 

outcome of poor learner performance] 

 

 facilities 

 satisfaction of stakeholders 

 learning and teaching materials 

 attendance rates 

 time-on-task 

 contact time 

 school management and leadership 

 teaching practice 

 assessment of learners & feedback 

 

STRONG CORRELATION BETWEEN N&L SCORES AND 

 quality of facilities 

 learning and teaching materials 

 attendance rates (educators) 

 contact time (educators and learners) 

 time-on-task (educators) 

 

We have had a very interesting session with the Deputy-Director General, Mr Brian 

Schreuder, during the second term at the EMDC about out-of-the-box thinking in tackling 

the huge numeracy and literacy backlogs of learners…and I want to echo his sentiment. 

Schools with learners in dire need may (with permission of the EMDC) suspend the 

curriculum in favour of numeracy and literacy for periods of up to six (6) months. School 

may also, after baseline assessment in grade 1 (one) place learners on a 3-4 year learning 

programme from the offset in grade 1 (one). 

 

I hope that in setting the scene for School Development Planning for the next three years 

you are now all encouraged and that in your resolve you are focussed on the task at hand, 

deflecting irritating issues which distract you from your main objective. Go well and God 

Bless and God speed. 

 

Yours truly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S J Daniels 

CIRCUIT MANAGER 

DATED: OCTOBER 2005 
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PROTOCOLS AND PROCEDURES 

 

1 “Our  Code of Ethics and Good Practice” 

Always punctual and on time 

Always task focused 

Meet all expectations 

Use discretion wisely 

Adhere to protocols and procedures 

Be forever mindful that we are the guardians of the law…anything less at own 

peril…no dilution or erosion. 

 

2 School Principal – Absence (full or part of day) from school  

 Informs supervisor (use cell-phone, leave message if busy) 

 Inform the school 

 Activate regulatory requirements 

 Delegation 

 Complete and submit leave forms 

 Sign registers. 

 

3 School Principal, unless otherwise stated (and not a delegated person) must attend 

the 

 Quarterly principals meeting 

 Training and information sessions for principals 

 Working committee meetings in Circuit. 

 

4 A newsletter (1-2 pager) for Circuit 5 will be established. Each cluster (4) will 

have representation on the editorial committee. All news to be networked via the 

cluster representative on a weekly basis (by Friday’s end of business). Newsletter 

to be issued every two weeks (first letter end of January 2006). 

 

Langa    :Mr Peta 

 

Rylands   :Mr Smith 

 

Lansdowne/Kenwyn  :Mrs Van Heerden 

 

Hanover Park    :Mr Isaacs 

 

5 Requests for addition to the agenda of Circuit Meetings to be submitted directly to 

contact school one (1) week before due date of said meeting. Principals will be 

required to introduce the topic placed on the agenda. 

 

6 Post – two categories (a) General (b) SDP – Circuit Manager will in future not 

receive post directly from school (not even at meetings or school visits) – under 

my office door is also an absolute no-no. 
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General post to be posted or hand delivered to the EMDC. Request post to be 

placed in Circuit Managers pigeonhole on (first) 1
st  

floor. 

 

SDP posts to be delivered directly to contact schools according to schedule 

(letters in sealed envelope clearly indicating the contents inside). 

 

7 Signing of documentation – to be treated similarly as general post with the 

proviso of a covering letter stating briefly the need/purpose for the C/M’s 

signature or recommendation. 

 

8 Head of IMG has access to Secretarial Services for IMG – all post submitted to 

C/M for further referral will be logged by Eleanor…school secretaries may 

enquire from Eleanor the status of school post. 

 

9 Only principal’s leave form to be submitted to EMDC for C/M’s recommendation 

and referral to H/O…all others directly to Head Office. 

 

10 Only nominations for extra-ordinary and acting-promotions appointments are 

referred to the Circuit Manager for recommendation…all others directly to Head 

Office. 

 

11 Salary sheets/advices, N&S documentation, Adverts to be posted directly to Head 

Office. 

 

12 Educational excursions for day or part of the day  

 Directly linked to curriculum 

 SGB approval 

 Parents approval 

 All aspects of safety considered 

 Inform the Circuit Manager (one page notice of intention) – week notice 

 

Excursion and tours for longer than one day…during school term 

 Full application to HEAD-IMG – one full term notice 

 Above (for day or part of the day) also applies 

 Full programme to accompany application. 

 

13 Making contact with the Circuit Manager 

 Direct number :021-6594374 

 EMDC  :021-6594300 

 C/M’s cell-phone :082-4636-348 (if both important and urgent principals 

must leave a short but telling message…no missed calls). 

 

14 Standard Operating Procedure at all meetings in the Circuit (with the exception of 

Principal’s Forum meetings) 

 Host to welcome 

 Host to keep attendance register (attendance, apologies, latecoming) 
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 Circuit Manager (C/M) to preside/chair 

 C/M to give vote of thanks 

 Host to record minutes according to following standard 

 

Date 

Venue 

Time 

Purpose of meeting 

 

Agenda point Main issues Decision Responsibility Timeframe 

     

     
 

 

15 The following will appear as standard items on the agenda 

 

 Opening and welcome by C/M 

 Welcome by host 

 Apologies 

 Personalia (brief input by colleagues of news) 

 Prioritize the agenda 

 BODY… 

 Update on macro/micro educational matters 

 Vote of thanks by C/M 

 Closure. 

 

16   The Principal’s Forum is a voluntary association within the Circuit to facilitate         

  dialogue. The following protocol will apply; 

 Permission is granted for the Forum to meet once (1) per term from 14h00-

16h00 

 Chairperson to consult with the C/M about the intent of the Forum to meet and 

thereafter to consult with the C/M about the outcome of such dialogue. 

 

17   A new round of rotation for meetings to commence in 2006 

 Langa Cluster 

 Rylands Cluster 

 Lansdowne/Kenwyn Cluster 

 Hanover Park Cluster. 

 

18   All communications via network to be signed by the Circuit Manager. 

 

19   Issue Management System (IMS), Queries from parents/public/staff (Query),  

Complaints (Complaints). The following Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 

will apply  
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C/M to refer matter directly to School Principal – Principal to respond in writing 

within three days. (C/M will only deal with the matter directly after the principal 

has had an opportunity to address the matter). All telephonic inquiries to the 

C/M’s office will be referred to the principal’s office. All matters referred to the 

principal will have a full mandate, instruction or recommended procedure/course 

of action to be followed.   

 

 

20   Incidents at school – principals must report all incidents at school wrt  learner     

abuse to the SA Police Services and Safe School’s – Call Center immediately. 

Parents must also be advised to formally make a complaint at the SA Police 

Services. Thereafter the written incident-report to the Circuit Manager asap. 

Derelict and neglect of duty must be reported to the Circuit Manager asap. 

Principal must exercise the necessary discretion…when in doubt seek advise from 

Circuit Manager. 

 

21    All contract/substitute/temporary appointments must be done on a one (I) term  

basis … this is a direct response to the high prevalence of unprofessional conduct 

of these categories of personnel. Principals must ensure that they follow up on 

references before such appointments (this measure is a major inconvenience and 

additional cost and burden, but must be seen as “the lesser of all evils”). 

 

22    Visitation of EMDC Support Staff / Officials to the school. Principal must ensure         

that the official meets with the school principal first, continue to conduct business 

and before departure meets with the principal (the purpose of the visit has been 

clarified and feedback is given to the principal). 

 

23     Failure to comply with the requirements and specifications of all the provisions of  

        this guide will result in immediate disciplinary action. 
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24 Communications network 

 

Western Cape Education Department 

CIRCUIT 5 
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 

Purpose 

 Communications network 

 Via fax 

 Collection 

 *** Contact School - the school to initiate/activate network 

 

LANGA CLUSTER (3) 

1. ***Isilimela H/S 

2. Thembani P/S 

3. Moshesh P/S 

 

RYLANDS CLUSTER (6) 

4. ***Rylands P/S 

5. Rylands H/S 

6. Starling P/S 

7. Habibia P/S 

8. Newfields P/S 

9. Belthorn P/S 

 

KENWYN/LANSDOWNE CLUSTER (8) 

10. ***Windsor Prep 

11. Groenvlei H/S 

12. Kenwyn P/S 

13. Portia P/S 

14. Rondebosch East P/S 

15. Sunlands P/S 

16. York Rd P/S 

17. Windsor H/S 

18. Oaklands H/S 

 

HANOVER PARK CLUSTER (9) 

19. ***Belmor P/S 

20. Athwood P/S 

21. Blomvlei P/S 

22. Crystal H/S 

23. Morgenson P/S 

24. Mountview H/S 

25. Parkfields P/S 

26. Summit P/S 

27. Voorspoed P/S 
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STRATEGIC FOCI OF THE CIRCUIT MANAGER FOR 2006-2008 

 

Based on poverty indicators, management capacity, unique circumstances at the school 

and the need for continuous support the Circuit Manager has categorized schools in the 

Circuit in three broad groups namely 

 

SCHOOL CATEGORIES/BROAD GROUPS  FOR 2006-2008  

  

LEVEL 1 (6) LEVEL 2 (9) LEVEL 3 (12) 

NEED +++ NEED NEED --- 

Isilimela H/S Morgenson Rylands H/S 

Moshesh P/S Mountview H/S Rylands P/S 

Belthorn P/S Thembani P/S Habibia P/S 

Athwood P/S Portia P/S Newfields P/S 

Blomvlei P/S Belmor P/S Groenvlei H/S 

Crystal H/S Parkfields P/S Kenwyn P/S 

 Summit Rondebosch East 

 Voorspoed P/S Sunlands P/S 

 Starling P/S York Rd 

  Windsor Prep 

  Windsor H/S 

  Oaklands H/S 

 

 

PRIORITIES FOR 2006-2008 IN BROAD STROKES 

 

TERM 1 TERM 2 TERM 3 TERM 4 

    

Admissions PMDS/IQMS PMDS/IQMS Matric exams 

School Readiness SDP SDP Admissions 

SDP IMS MTN cases Promotions 

PMDS MTN cases IMS SDP 

FET FET   

Rightsizing    

IMS    

“Appeals”    

 

 

THE WEEK IN BROAD STROKES 

 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESD THURSDAY FRIDAY 

     

Office CORE CORE Office Office 

IMS/CORE   Bilateral IMG 

   IMS/CORE Planning 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS FOR 2006-8 

 

 Support SGB – regular meetings (focus on selected high schools) – “Disciplinary 

Hearings” 

 Speaking to parents – “Role and Responsibility” 

 Inter-Departmental collaboration in Circuit – Establishment of a “Multi-disciplinary 

Committee” in Hanover Park under the chairperson-ship of the Circuit Manager (pilot 

in 2006) 

 Talking/Listening to selected staff – “Yesterday…Today…Tomorrow!” 

 Provincial “Human Capital and Development Strategy 2004-2014 – Advocacy and 

implementation in the Circuit through my Core functions 

 

PMDS/IQMS 

 

The Performance Management and Development System (PMDS) for Circuit Managers 

makes provision for a Common Plan based on the strategic objectives of Head Office and 

the EMDC. The foci of the Common Plan for 2006/7 are 

 

 IQMS 

 Admissions 

 Promotion & Progression 

 Effective communication structures in Circuit 

 Support SGB’s 

 Training & Development – SMT & SGB. 

 

OTHER PRIORITIES 

 

 SDP – between February-June and July-October – Circuit Manager intends to visit all 

schools twice to discuss implementation and review of SDP (WEDNESDAY) 

LEVEL 1 (6) LEVEL 2 (9) LEVEL 3 (12) 

NEED +++ NEED NEED --- 

Isilimela H/S      01 FEB Morgenson             22 FEB Rylands H/S          22 MAR 

Moshesh P/S      19 JUL Mountview H/S      08 AUG Rylands P/S           06 SEPT 

   

Belthorn P/S       08 FEB Thembani P/S        01 MAR Habibia P/S            29 MAR 

Athwood P/S      26 JUL Portia P/S              16 AUG Newfields P/S        13 SEPT 

   

Blomvlei P/S      15 FEB Belmor P/S            08 MAR Groenvlei H/S        12 APR 

Crystal H/S         02 AUG Parkfields P/S        23 AUG Kenwyn P/S           20 SEPT 

   

 Summit                  15 MAR Rondebosch East   19 APR 

 Voorspoed P/S       30 AUG Sunlands P/S          11 OCT 

 Starling P/S  

  York Rd                 26 MAR 
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  Windsor Prep         18 OCT 

   

  Windsor H/S          03 MAY 

  Oaklands H/S        15 OCT 

 

 IQMS – between April-September I intend to complete the principals evaluation – 

round 2  (programmed to be announced in MARCH 2006) 

 3 Focus Schools – two (2) hours visit during months of  FEBRUARY (13
th

) 

/MARCH (14
th
) /MAY (16

th
) /JUNE (12

th
) /AUGUST (15

th
) /SEPTEMBER (12

th
) 

(Belthorn P/S, Athwood P/S, Moshesh P/S) 

 

 Establishment of Numeracy and Literacy Committee in Circuit 

 Establishment of FET-implementation Working Committee 

 Establishment of an Editorial Committee 

 Establishment of the Principals Forum 
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SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING – THE CONCEPT 

 

Over the last three to four years (3-4) the circuit has been experimenting with various 

concepts to best define, explain and illustrate the planning in schools as a unique but also 

a common type of organization. At the very heart of School Development Planning 

(SDP) is the concept of “making those strategic links in the ongoing quest for excellence 

in schools”. SDP, used in this context, as a theoretical concept/construct implies both 

outcome and process.  
 

The C/M’s model is neither unique nor substantially different to the one advocated by 

Whole School Evaluation (WSE). My approach is rather eclectic in the sense that it does 

not claim to be unique but rather 

- borrows from others…taking the best from other approaches 

- is infused with a wealth of domestic experience and 

- presents a framework for SDP monitoring and evaluation. 

 

Development and improvement in this model are used interchangeably. Depending on 

who you are, when and where in space and time you are, which activity you are busy 

with, you may want to use both words separately, differently and distinctly … for 

purposes of this model pay no further attention to this debate.  
 

 

THE SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING – AN ECLECTIC 

MODEL 
 

SDP consists of two (2) arms namely School Management Plan (SMP) and School 

Development/Improvement Plan (SDP) … each of the two arms are further divided into 

two further arms. The SMP consists of the School Curriculum Plan (SCP) and the School 

Operational Plan (SOP). The SDP consists of the School Curriculum Improvement Plan 

(SCIP) and the School Improvement Plan (SIP – not to be confused with IQMS))   
 

1. School Management Plan [Maintenance/Operational arm] 

 School Curriculum Plan 

 School Operational Plan - day-to-day 

 

2. School Development Plan [Improvement arm] 

 School Curriculum Improvement Plan 

 School Improvement Plan 

 

3. Assumptions 

 National & Provincial Policy provides for a set of Minimum 

Standards 

 Input, Output & Throughput/Process 

 Planning is not an option … it is an imperative 

 Conceptual & Contingent link between two axis of scale 

[maintenance x improvement] 
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 Separation  of maintenance and improvement is for operational 

& system-thinking purposes (no real separation exists) 

 School has a core role & function/purpose – learning and 

teaching through curriculum delivery 

 Other support roles & functions (pastoral) 

 Schools as organizations will first crawl, walk [maintenance] 

and then fly [improvement] – these three stages may also co-

exist within the same organization 

 Premise for development - solutions & ownership must come 

from within – support & guidance will come from outside 

 Various school systems are directly linked – find and establish 

the link … “these are the ingredients to your recipe for 

improvement” 

 All learners can learn … and all schools can improve 

 Before asking for more … assess how well you make do with 

what it is you have – quality control 

 Minimum standard is mandatory … immediate and full 

implementation and compliance – this is not an option or 

choice … it is an imperative and a prerequisite 

 Improvement over a period of time – it takes time 

 The quest for excellence is a process … not an outcome 

 Abandon concept – “slaves of tradition” 

 School is a learning organization 

 Change, transformation, evolution 

 “New South African – value-system” 

 Access, Equity & Quality 

 Values and culture is both implied and explicit in organization 

 Setting standards is not without its values … it has its own 

socio-political and economic context 

 

4. The Process 

 Step 1 – define the core & support/other  business of your 

organization (could be learning and teaching or pastoral in 

nature) – this must be a realistic assessment of your 

circumstances. Apportion the time and energy required to do 

core business vis-à-vis the support or other business  

 

 Step 2 – define other roles and functions (the support and other 

business) 

 

 Step 3 – define your school profile (refer to WSE 

documentation) 

 

 Step 4 – Management and Governance to define an 

introductory message  
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 Step 5 – Do a situational analysis (SWOT) of both your (a) 

external and (b) internal environment and (c) across the nine 

(9) WSE functional areas 

 

 Step 6 – Measure your practice against the minimum standard 

of the “new” model as prescribed 

 

ALLOCATE  THE OUTCOMES OF SWOT ON THE TWO PRIMARY ARMS OF 

THE SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING namely OPERATIONAL/ 

MAINTENANCE or IMPROVEMENT; WHICH ARE GENERAL or CURRICULUM 

 

 Step 7 – Prioritize your demands/ areas for development arm 

[short, medium, long term] 

 

 Step 8 – Finalize action plans (What, How, Who, When, Costs) 
 

 

SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING – LESSONS LEARNT 

 

 

The experience assessing your school developmental planning has indeed been fruitful 

and extremely insightful. Let me use this opportunity to share some of the most strategic 

lessons learnt from the experience since 2002. 

 

 It is reasonably expected that when the School Principal submits the SDP the 

supervisor (Circuit Manager) will assess the plan and give structured feedback – 

the aim would be to find an answer to the primary question “Is the school as an 

organization on the right track?”  

 Assessing the SDP and giving structured feedback has indeed been a huge task 

undertaken with very little success 

 The nature of the job and support  of the Circuit Manager has impacted negatively 

on the ability to give individual and structured feedback to most schools 

 Assessing the SDP (the hard copy) has had its own set of challenges and demands 

on the C/M 

o Finding an appropriate model for assessment 

o Checking the assumptions of the appropriate model 

o Developmental (politically correct) language used caused more 

uncertainty  and vagueness (to obscure more than to clarify)  

o Triangulating/cross referencing the (1) experience (assessing the SDP hard 

copy) with the (2) assumptions of the model with the (3) experience of the 

Circuit Manager about the school has not always been in tune 

o Schools being both unique and similar by nature … a necessary 

contradiction  

o The lack  or absence (at the time) of a standard, a good practice or a 

benchmark…the South African collective perception of excellence has 
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further bedeviled this process (remember I too enter this process with my 

perceptions, stereotyping and prejudice) 

o The presentations from schools had high level (100%) of variation 

 Different models (implied or explicit) were used 

 Different format 

 Different lay-outs 

 Different presentations 

 Great variation between experience/practice and SDP presented. 

 Different technical detail 

 

Assessing the SDP during 2005 has not been easier. Let me explain briefly the process 

which the Circuit Manager followed 

 

Step 1 C/M consulted a list of expectations for 2005 (a framework and not a 

prescription) 

Step 2  Schools submitted SDP by a due date 

Step 3 Circuit Manager prepared for assessment … finding an appropriate 

assessment model 

Step 4  C/M used an eclectic model (the best of 5 different models) 

 Core function vis-à-vis Support/ Pastoral by nature 

 Input, through-put, output 

 Crawling, Walking and Flying 

 9 Focus Areas of Whole School Development (indicators and 

descriptors) 

 Operational vis-à-vis Development/Improvement 

Step 5  The assessment 

Step 6 Individual structured feedback to all schools was not a viable or practical 

option at this stage. Structured feedback was given to some of the  PMDS-

Schools and where submissions were completely off-the-mark. 

 

THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSONS LEARNT FROM BOTH EXPERIENCES  

ARE  

(1) THE NEED TO STANDARDIZE   

(2) UNIFORMITY 

(3) THE RICHNESS OF DIVERSITY AND VARIETY HAVE 

SIGNIFICANTLY CONTRIBUTED TO OUR NEW STANDARD (A 

COLLECTION OF GOOD PRACTICES FOR BENCHMARKING) IN 

THE CIRCUIT 

(4) ARRIVING AT AND NOT IMPOSING A “NEW STANDARD”. 

  

The biggest of all challenges facing school development planning are; 

 

 To plan 

 To plan smartly … not to over-plan or under-plan 

 To plan appropriately … given your context 

 To implement your planning 
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 To monitor and evaluate your planning 

 To set standards and further improve on these standards 

 Simply put … to make planning a living part of the day-to-day running of the 

organization! 
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A PRESCRIBED AND STANDARDISED FORMAT FOR SCHOOL 

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING – A MINIMUM STANDARD 
 

 

The SDP to be submitted to the Circuit Manager will consists of the following three(3) 

broad chapters namely 
 

1 INTRODUCTION AND SETTING THE SCENE 

2 SCHOOL MANAGEMENT PLAN (SMP) 

3 SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (SDP) 
 

   

1 INTRODUCTION  & SETTING THE SCENE 
 

(Prescribed – refer to Appendix 1) 
 

1.1 Annual message from Principal and Chairperson of SGB 

1.2 Vision (direction) & Mission (how to get there) 

1.3 School Profile  

 school data 

 history 

 ethos-which unique features define the school 

 

1.4 Situational Analysis (SWOT analysis) of   

 General - internal school environment 

 General - external school environment 

 Across all nine (9) WSE focus areas 

 

1.5 Opinion poll/Perception Audit to be completed 

(Prescribed – refer to Appendix 1) 

 

1.6 School Self-Evaluation across the nine functional areas 

(Prescribed – Refer to Appendix 1) 

 

1.7 List of priorities (arising from the SWOT-general/9 focus areas/Audit/SE) 

 listed only (no action planning) 

 medium-year 1-3 

 long term-year 3-5) 
 

2 MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 

2.1 Educator Manual (Each educator to receive copy on first (1
st
 ) day of school 2006 

  

 List of contents 

o Planning  - 1
st
 day 

- 1
st
 week 

- 2
nd

 week 
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o Annual school review report (to be completed before closure of school at 

the end of the previous year) 

o Priorities for 2006 – School Development Plan which must include action 

planning  

o Calendar 2006  - General 

- Curriculum 

o Key Events/Milestones/Highlights for school during 2006 

o Policies & Procedures (list and include only those strategically appropriate 

and necessary to your context – will include WCED & school policy) – 

use discretion wisely  

o School organogram/ hierarchy/ lines of communication/ structures in place 

o School Committees - Administrative 

- Curriculum 

- Other 

o Job description - role and function (duty) for each category of staff 

members within school hierarchy  (staff duties) 

o Staff information (refer to pro forma Appendix 6) 

o Pastoral duties and timetables 

 Interval 

 Scholar patrol 

 Detention 

 Other 

o School Safety Plan and Emergency procedures 

o IQMS – SDT-plan for 2006 

o Extra (sport/culture) & Co-curricular (other) activities and committees 

o Educational tours during the school term 

o Educational excursions during school day 

o School hours (broad overview of start-finish for the week) 

o Meetings (listed with its purpose) – staff, parents, curriculum, SGB, 

grade/standard, circuit etc.(as part of co-curricular activities) 

o CASS activities (different forms of assessment briefly summarized across 

grades/phase/learning area) 

 

2.2 Annual administrative information 

o Principal’s timetable (one page summary) 

o Adaptation of school day (7hrs) (annual letter of application – see circular 

0037/2004) 

o Closure of school (2 days) (annual letter of application ) 

o Delegation (signed form to be submitted – see circular 0212/2003) 

o Attendance (absenteeism and tardiness) – list of names of all educators 

(C/S & non-C/S) for each day of the month with month’s total which 

include progressive discipline (submit to C/M at the end of every month) 

Refer to pro forma – Appendix 3 

o List of names of learners at risk in Grades 1-9, which must include 

barrier(s) and intervention strategy (list to be submitted to C/M by the end 

of April) 
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o Notice of school tours during the school term (this is not an application) 

o Copy of full budget (all income and expenditure) for 2004/5 and 2005/6  

(previous and current) 

 

2.3 Annual statistical information 

o 1
st
 two weeks of learner enrolment (refer to pro forma Appendix 2) 

o Other – refer to pro forma Appendix 7 and Appendix 14 

 

2.4 Standard Operational Strategies (SOS) 

 SOS for drop-out of learners (quarterly statistical report to C/M to include 

numbers of drop-out and transfers) 

 SOS for absenteeism, tardiness and truancy ( School Code of Conduct for 

Learners & Code of Good/Best Practices for Educators)   

 SOS for a language strategy/policy ( Mother-tongue, Home language, Language 

of learning and teaching, Single/Dual/Parallel medium, African language) 

 SOS for improvement of numeracy & literacy 

 SOS for reducing the large class size in excess of 40 

 SOS for progressive discipline 

 SOS for support to learners at risk 

 SOS for learner supervision (starting the morning before school starts, during 

school day and to include after school day…also to include during each 

excursion/outing 

 

The above-mentioned SOS informs partly the operational priorities for the school on 

an ongoing basis … each SOS  therefore requires a full action plan for each current 

year. 
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SDP - THE TECHNICAL AND OTHER ISSUES 
 

The follow technical detail of compliance must be strictly adhered to. 

 

 No hand written documentation will be accepted 

 SDP (entire document) to have ONE FONT – Size -12, Spacing – Single - 1.5  

 All documents – white paper – no colour paper or interleaves 

 Document submitted in appropriate file format – file must provide for easy removal 

and addition of documents  

 File Cover used as “Title Page” (font 14-16) 

   

MORGENSON PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 

 

 

SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 

 

 

 

CIRCUIT 5 

 

 

 

2006-2008 

 

 

 

Submitted by Mr Petersen (Principal) 

 
 Due date – 30 November 2005 

 Drop dead date – 09 December 2005 

 Review dates – June 2006 , November 2006, June 2007, November 2007, June 2008 
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

 
 All SDP posts to be submitted to contact school – refer to protocol on SDP posts 

 Circuit Manager to evaluate plans 12-15 December 2005 

 Structured feedback to schools – see calendar on page 22 

 Evaluation – must provide to answer the following  

“Is the school on the right track”… moving in the right direction … ”If not, why not” 

“Do all the numbers add up” … correlation between input, throughput and output … 

”If not, why not” 

 The following instrument shall be used for SDP evaluation and reporting – refer to 

appendix 11-13 
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Appendix 1 (also refer to appendix 8 for format of the reports) 

 

GUIDE TO PERFORM OPINION POLL/ PERCEPTION AUDIT 2005 

 
The department has appointed Linda Rose as the Director for Quality Assurance. In terms 

of her new mandate Whole School Evaluation (WSE) will be fully operational within 12-

18 months. Self-Evaluation (S/E) is an integral part of the WSE process. Auditing the 

views of all stakeholders and role-players at school forms an integral part of S/E. 

 

In conducting the perception audit as part of SDP for 2006-8 managers are strongly 

advised to 

 

 Dust of WSE documentation…the blue books 

 Read and study the documentation 

 Become conversant in the WSE language 

 Make WSE part of school development planning 

 Prepare for the full implementation of WSE. 

 

The following is a step-for-step guide to conducting your opinion poll/self evaluation. 

 

USE ONLY THE WSE BLUE BOOK, “Whole School Evaluation Instruments” (refer to 

and complete FORM A, FORM B, FORM D) and the WCED “white”-book on “School 

Development Plan Process Document” (refer to staff, parents, students, principal 

questionnaires). 

 

STEP 1  

Write the cover letter to your questionnaires…explain why and motivate participation, 

explain benefit to all, explain how confidentiality will be maintained, due date (give one 

day) 

 

STEP 2 

Identify the role-players (staff, SMT, parents, SGB, learners, principal 

 

 

STEP 3  

Decide on the size of the sample…the greater the sample the more valid the outcome. I 

recommend the following; 

Staff  - 100% 

SGB  - 100% 

SMT - 100% 

Learners - 25% 

Parents - 25% 

 

STEP 4  

Remember sample less than 100% must be random in pattern 
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Learners (eg Grade 1a, 2b, 3c, 4d, 5a, 6b, 7c) 

Parents (1b, 2c, 3a, 4b, 5b, 6a, 7a) 

 

STEP 5  

Issue the questionnaire…for learners and parents issue to all/50%…returns will always 

be less 

 

STEP 6 

Conduct the audit at school…educators can help 

 

STEP 7 

Encourage participation and give reminders 

 

STEP 8  

Compute feedback from each group (role-players)…refer to example 

 

STEP 9 

Optional – write an interpretation of the statistical summaries for each group 

 

STEP 10 

Give structured feedback to role-players 
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WESTERN CAPE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

METROPOLE CENTRAL 

 

ENROLMENT 2006 

 
Document (stats completed – actual learners admitted) to be submitted to the EMDC (fax 

659-4310) by 10h00 on each school day for the first two weeks of January 2006 (to be 

submitted on the 1
st
 day for learners, thereafter every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, 

FRIDAY)  

 

SCHOOL ……………………………….CIRCUIT……………………… 

 

DATE…………………………. 

 

Grade  No of 

Units 

Total per 

grade 

Girls Boys Largest 

class 

Smallest 

class 

Vacancies 

R        

1        

2        

3        

4        

5        

6        

7        

8        

9        

10        

11        

12        

 

NB   all data/information requested MUST be completed and provided 

 

 

Compiled by …………………………….signature…………………………. 

 

Dated…………………………… 

 

 

 

Principal’s signature………………………………dated…………………… 
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Appendix 3 

MONTHLY SUBMISSION OF EDUCATOR ABSENTEEISM AND 

PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE  RECORD 

 

NAME  J F M A M J J A S O N 

1            

2            

3            

4            

5            

6            

7            

8            

9            

10            

11            

12            

13            

14            

15            

16            

17            

18            

19            

20            

21            

22            

23            

24            

25            

26            
NB record for the particular month is required…not accumulative record 

 
Use the following codes in the appropriate month column 

 

Type of Leave 

 Sick leave  

 Special leave * 
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 Vacation leave ** 

 Maternity leave *** 

 

Progressive Discipline with P  
Appendix 4 

THE CHECKLIST FOR SDP 2006 

 
Due date Topic 

  

1.  SPD  30 November 2005 or 09 December 2005 

2.  18 Jan 06 Enrolment of learners 

3.  20 Jan 06 Enrolment of learners 

4.  23 Jan 06 Enrolment of learners 

5.  25 Jan 06 Enrolment of learners 

6.  27 Jan 06 Enrolment of learners 

7.  30 Jan 06 Enrolment of learners 

8.  31 Jan 06 Educator absenteeism record 

Progressive discipline record 

Agenda points for Principal’s Meeting 

Staff Information 

Annual Statistical Information 

9.  28 Feb 06 Educator absenteeism record  

Progressive discipline record 

10. 31 March 06 Educator absenteeism record  

Progressive discipline record 

Stats wrt dropout and transfer 

11. 11 April 06 Agenda points for Principal’s Meeting 

12. 26 April 06 Educator absenteeism record  

Progressive discipline record 

MTN register submitted to C/M 

13. 31 May 06 Educator absenteeism record  

Progressive discipline record 

14. 23 June 06 Educator absenteeism record  

Progressive discipline record 

First review report of SDP 

Stats wrt dropout and transfer 

15. 31 July 06 Educator absenteeism record  

Progressive discipline record 

16. 15 August 06 Agenda points for Principal’s Meeting 

17. 31 August 06 Educator absenteeism record  

Progressive discipline record 

18. 12 September 06 Agenda points for Principal’s Meetings 

19. 22 September 06 Educator absenteeism record  

Progressive discipline record 

Stats wrt dropout and transfer 

20. 31 October 06 Educator absenteeism record  
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Progressive discipline record 

21. 30 November 06 Educator absenteeism record  

Progressive discipline record 

Second review report of SDP 

Operational Plan 2007 

22. 07 November 06 Agenda points for Principal’s Meeting 
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Appendix 5 

LIST AND DATES OF MEETINGS FOR 2006 (TUESDAYS) 

 

DATE PURPOSE VENUE 

   
31 January 06 

14h00-15h00 

Editorial Committee 

Meeting 

Moshesh P/S 

07 February 06 

14h00-17h00 

Principal’s Meeting Rylands P/S 

14 February 06  

14h00-17h00 

FET Working Committee Groenvlei H/S 

21 February 06  

14h00-17h00 

Numeracy & Literacy 

Committee 

Belmor P/S 

07 March 06 

12h00-17h00 

Training 

Topic – School 

Administration 

Isilimela 

             18 April 06 

14h00-17h00 

Principal’s Meeting Rylands H/S 

30 May 06 

12h00-17h00 

Training 

Topic – Education and the 

Law 

Windsor Prep 

06 June 06  

14h00-17h00 

FET Working Committee Crystal H/S 

13 June 06 

 14h00-17h00 

Numeracy & Literacy 

Committee 

Thembani P/S 

22 August 06 

14h00-17h00 

Principal’s Meeting Starling P/S 

05 September 06 

14h00-16h00 

Numeracy & Literacy 

Committee 

Portia P/S 

19 September 06  

14h00-17h00 

Principal’s Meeting Athwood P/S 

14 November 06  

14h00-17h00 

Principal’s Meeting Habibia P/S 
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Appendix 6 

STAFF INFORMATION  

(due date end of January 06) 
 

 

Name Persal Status DoB Highest 
Qualification 

Years of 

experience 

Current 

subjects/LA 

teaching 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

 

Status 
 Permanent 

 Contract 

 Substitute 

 SGB 
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Appendix 7 

ANNUAL STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

(due date the end of January 06) 
 

 

 

 

SCHOOL :…………………………………. 
 

TOTAL 

LEARNER 

ENROLMENT 

BOYS GIRLS Classification – 

historical as  a %  

 B      C      I     W 

       

Staff 

Establishment 

2006       P/L 4 

 

              P/L 3 

 

               P/L 2 

 

             P/L 1 

Filled Vacant Filled Vacant Filled Vacant Filled Vacant 

        

 

Subjects or L/A at risk : 

 

Smallest Class 

Size 

 Largest Class 

Size 

 Classification – C/S 

historical as a % 

   B        C        I        W 

Number of learners dropped during 

previous year 

     

 

Number of SGB post   

 

Norms & Standards/ Per capita or 

Quintile 

  

 

School fees for 2006   

   

Percentage of learner passed/progressed per grade in 2005 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12  
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Appendix 8 

 

FORMAT FOR THE REPORT OF THE INTERNAL PERCEPTION 

AUDIT 

 

A one page summary report for each of the following role-players must be 

submitted 

 

Staff  

Parents 

Learners (students) 

Principal’s Evaluation Survey completed by either staff and/or SMT and/or 

SGB 

 

STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE ON SCHOOL LIFE 

 
Please rate the following statements on a scale of 1 to 4 circling the appropriate number. 

 

Scale: 

 

4 = very strongly agree     3 = agree    2 = disagree    1 = very strongly disagree 

 

 

                                                                                                       

Statements 4 3 2 1 

1   please list all statements 40% 45% 0% 5% 

2 34% 22% 40% 4% 

3 9% 30% 23% 38% 

4     

5     

6     

7     

8     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

Please note that the total percentage for each statement must always add up to 100% 
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Appendix 9 

 

CERTIFICATE OF VALIDATION 

 

Progression and Promotion 

 

Summary of Results 

 

School:………………………………….      Date:……………………... 
 

Grade Enrolment  

(annual survey) 

Total number of 

candidates 

Total % 

progressed or 

promoted 

Total % of MTN 

or failed 

     

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6     

7     

8     

9     

10     

11     

 

Attached a full and separate list of the names of learners (MTN and failed) … use the 

following layout 

 

Grade Learner Date of Birth Comments by MFT 

    

    

    
 

 

………………………………………………………………. 

Principal (signature) 

 

Date:………………………………………………………… 

 

 
          School stamp 

……………………………………………………………….. 

Circuit Manager (signature) 

 

Date:…………………………………………………………. 
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Appendix 10 

 

PROGRESSION & PROMOTION 
 

The Procedure 
 

1 School delegation to meet MFT the school according to a schedule 

2 School delegation to consist of  Principal, one member of SMT, educator(s) – 

principals to use their discretion 

3 Documentation – two copies of schedules signed by educator and principal, two 

copies of validation form (refer to appendix 9), any other documentation required 

by Head Office (summary of results) 

4 Principal to provide evidence of internal moderation of  

 Portfolios 

 Tests 

 Question papers 

 Examination scripts 

 CASS marks 

 Year marks 

 Class schedules 

 Subject schedules 

 Progression and Promotion schedules 

5 School to provide portfolios and profiles for all MTN-cases (Grade 1-9)  

6 The schedule is very tight … schools are requested to be fully prepared 

7 All condonations to be done by Circuit Manager and MFT.  
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Appendix 11  

 

MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT 

PLANNING 
 

SDP –  SCHOOL MONITORING REPORT 

 

SDP, as a MINIMUM STANDARD has been PRESCRIBED and STANDANDIZED. 

 

 

SCHOOL :…………………………………………. 

 

INTRODUCTION & SETTING THE SCENE 

 

REQUIREMENTS YES NO 

   

Message from principal   

Message from Chairperson   

School data – FROM A   

SWOT – internal environment   

SWOT – external environment   

SWOT – across 9 functional areas   

WSE – Self Evaluation – FROM B   

Perception Audit – FROM D 

Principals evaluation 

Parents 

Learners 

Staff 

  

List of priorities 3-5 years   

Action planning – 2006-8   

 

THE EDUCATOR MANUAL 

 

REQUIREMENTS YES NO 

   

Planning – 1
st
 day 

                  1
st
 week 

                  2
nd

 week 

  

School review report   

Priorities for 2006   

Calendar – general 

                  Curriculum  

  

Key events, milestones, highlights   

Policies and procedures   

School hierarchy   
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Job descriptions   

Staff in formation   

School committees   

Pastoral duty – timetables   

School safety plan   

SDT – IQMS plan for 2006   

Extra – curricular activities   

Co –curricular activities   

Educational tours    

Educational excursions   

School hours   

Meetings   

CASS activities   

   

 

ANNUAL ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 

 

REQUIREMENTS YES NO 

   

Principals timetable   

Adaptation of school day – letter of application   

Closure of school – two days   

Delegation of powers – general   

Notice of school tours   

Current budget   

Previous budget   

Body of evidence report – refer to appendix 11   

Annual school contact details – refer to appendix 14   

SBMT reports – 2003-2005   

 

STANDARD OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES 

 

REQUIREMENTS YES NO 

   

Drop-out of learners   

Absenteeism, tardiness and truancy   

Language   

Numeracy and literacy   

Reducing class size   

Progressive discipline   

Support for learners at risk   

Learner supervision   
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Appendix 12 
 

SDP – SCHOOL EVALUATION REPORT– PART I 

 

 

“IS THE SCHOOL ON THE RIGHT TRACK? – DOES THE NUMBERS ADD  

  UP?” 

 

YES / NO 

 

 

# TRIANGULATION / CROSS REFERENCING 

                                                                                                  COMMENTS 

School Self Evaluation – FORM B/D  

  

  

  

  

Perception audit  

  

  

  

  

SWOT analysis  

  

  

  

  

C/M experience  

  

  

  

  

Priorities  

  

  

  

  

SOS  
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# INPUT/OUTPUT (this part of the instrument is not intended to be a qualitative 

assessment, but rather a checklist applied in broad strokes) 

 
Educators 

 

Support Staff 

 

Principal 

 

Deputy 

 

Learners 

 

Parents 

 

SGB 

 

RCL 

 

Supervisor 

 

Community Networks 

 

Building 

 

Grounds 

 

Furniture 

 

Other resources 

 

Conditions of Service 

 

Policy & Procedures 

 

Rules & Regulations 

 

Funding 

 

Support from EMDC 

 

Staffing Establishment 

 

Norms & Standards Allocation 
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School fees 

Time – 200 days (time) 

 

Curriculum 

 

Multi-disciplinary Support 

 

Fundraising 

 

Training – PRESET, INSET 

 

SDP 

 
 

SDP – SCHOOL EVALUATION REPORT – PART II 

 

“IS THE PLAN INTERNALLY COHERENT AND THEREFORE VALID? 

 

YES / NO 

 

 

 

 

 

S J Daniels 

CIRCUIT MANAGER 

DATED: 
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Appendix 13 
 

SDP – SCHOOL EVALUATION REPORT – PART III 

“THE BODY OF EVIDENCE” 

 

Principal is requested to submit a full report (as part of SDP) on evidence available (the 

school/public record – mention the specific policy, procedure, system) across the nine (9) 

functional areas (criteria). The report must provide for the following five (5) columns  

 

CRITERIA EVIDENCE YES IN PROGRESS NO 

     

     

     

 

1 Basic functionality [policies and procedures, records, duties] 

 

SDP 

School secretary 

Bursar 

Filing system 

Regular meetings with secretary 

Procurement records 

Procurement procedures 

School deputy 

Attendance records (educators and learners) 

General policy & procedures 

Registers (admission, attendance, time-off, late-coming, truancy) 

Timetables (school, pastoral duty) 

Learner enrolment statistics 

Staff establishment 

Leave register 

Class registers 

Class lists 

Staff lists 

Communication structures and procedures 

SDP – report from C/M 

School administration – filing system 

Assessment committee 

EST 

Learning support educator 

Do you formally adopt all minutes 

 

2 Leadership, management, communication [vision,  budget, statistics, SDP, 

communication, meetings & minutes] 
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School vision & mission 

SDP 

SMT 

Curriculum manager 

Instructional leader 

Principal’s aims & objectives 

Management structure 

Minutes of meetings (staff, SMT, secretary, SGB, all other committees, RCL, curriculum 

committees) 

Budget and financial records 

School policy on finance 

Finance committee 

Management committee (SGB) 

Monthly income-expenditure statements 

School administration 

Auditing statement and report 

Donations register  

School statistics 

School policies (admission, language, fees exemption, religious)  

Do you formally adopt all minutes 

 

3 Governance and Relations [mission, reports, meetings & minutes] 

 

Minutes of meetings 

Plans 

SGB 

RCL 

Interviews 

Plans 

Aims & objectives 

Management committee (day—to-day governance) 

Policies and procedures 

Disciplinary hearings 

Systems and procedures – delegate 

Management committee (SGB) 

Admission policy 

Language policy 

Exemption of school fees 

School fees policy 

Have parents adopted the budget 

Have parents adopted a proposal on school fees and exemption 

Constitution 

 

4 Quality teaching and learning [lesson observation, educator portfolios, 

assessment, homework, displays, educator training] 
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Educator portfolio 

Homework policy 

INSET 

Mentoring/Coaching policy 

Induction policy 

Learning programmes 

Work schedules 

IQMS – lesson observation 

CASS marks 

C/A reports 

Assessment policy 

 

5 Curriculum provision and resources [curriculum, learner portfolios, meetings 

& minutes, analysis] 

 

LAC – minutes of meetings 

Annual strategic assessment report 

Calendar of events 

Annual and quarterly planning 

Moderation (internal) 

Supervision (internal) 

Assessment policy 

Learner Profile 

 

6 Learner achievement [evidence (more than scholastic attainment)] 

 

Learner academic records 

Photos, clippings, articles 

Achievement – competitions 

School results 

Extra-curricular activities 

Curricular activities 

Accumulative Record Card 

Learner Profile 

 

7 School safety, security and discipline [policy and procedures, emergency plans]  

 

Safety plan 

School safety policy – supervision of learners 

Emergency procedures 

Disaster plans 

Signage 

Code of Conduct for learners 

Code of Good Practice for educators 

Incident /Injury register 

Interviews with learners 
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Welfare and pastoral care policy 

Vandalism, burglaries 

Progressive discipline 

Disciplinary hearings for learners 

Sub-committees 

Safety committee and co-ordinator 

 

8 School infrastructure [staff files, budget, equipment, premises, grounds] 

 

Staff personal file 

Improvement plans 

Maintenance plans 

Procurement policy and procedures 

Inventory 

Stock records 

SBMT report 

Sub-committee 

Grounds-person 

Caretaker 

 

9 Parents and community [officials, parents, networks] 

 

Parent records & information 

Minutes of parent meetings 

Special budget meeting – notices and minutes 

Contact details of networks 

Contact details of Departmental Officials 

Register – meeting with parent(s) 

Communication procedures 

Interviews with parents 

Sub-committee 
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Appendix 14 

 

SCHOOL CONTACT DETAILS 
 

 

SCHOOL: ………………………………                              Date:………………….. 

 

 School Principal Deputy Secretary Caretaker Chairperson 

of SGB 

Full names       

Telephone 

(school) 

      

Telephone 

(home) 

      

Cell phone       

Physical 

address 

      

Postal 

address 

      

E-mail       

Fax number       

 


